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T&N Austria with Martin Mauthner as Country Manager
T&N / Televis has had a new Country Manager for Austria since May 2019 in the person of Martin Mauthner.
For many years, Martin Mauthner held an executive post at PKE Electronics. He has extensive experience in the development of
teams and organisations at home and abroad, something that is very useful for his new job. T&N / Televis will continue to grow in
Austria under his leadership.
“What I find fascinating about T&N is the idea of transferring the precision of a Swiss company to Austria. The mixture is very
promising, and that’s something the market needs. My team and I are perfectly set up to advise and assist SMEs in every respect.
I am really looking forward to this new challenge and to using my experience and competence“, says Martin Mauthner.
“Martin Mauthner and his team are responsible for the further development of business as well as for the acquisition of new
customers and support for existing customers in the ICT sector”, according to Hermann Graf, the company owner.

About T&N
The corporation was founded in 1996 by Hermann Graf in Switzerland. He shaped the owner-operated enterprise. T&N gradually developed from
a small, dynamic team and now employs around 200 people. T&N is represented at seven locations in Switzerland and has had five offices in
Austria since 2014. The company stands for innovation and pragmatism – first-class ICT solutions that help its customer’s business take flight.
Think ahead, progress and get ahead are the premises. Sustainable and environmentally-friendly solutions are given preference and bring
together ecological and economic goals. With a comprehensive portfolio of products and services, T&N today offers effective solutions for the
complete field of ICT that boost competitiveness.
Long-standing technological partnerships and first-class references from a wide variety of fields are impressive proof of its competence.
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